
Path Planning Using Laplace's EquationC. I. Connolly J. B. BurnsR. WeissComputer and Information Science Department,University of Massachusetts at Amherst �yFebruary 7, 1994AbstractA method for planning smooth robot paths is presented. Themethod relies on the use of Laplace's Equation to constrain the gen-eration of a potential function over regions of the con�guration spaceof an e�ector. Once the function is computed, paths may be foundvery quickly. These functions do not exhibit the local minima whichplague the potential �eld method. Unlike decompositional and alge-braic techniques, Laplace's Equation is very well suited to computa-tion on massively parallel architectures.1 IntroductionThe use of potential functions was introduced by Khatib [10] for robot pathplanning. The potential �eld method of path planning (as proposed byKhatib) envisions every obstacle as exerting a repelling force on an e�ec-tor, while the goal exerts an attractive force. Other authors [2, 12, 17, 14, 1,�O�ce of Naval Research URI N00014-86-K-0764, DARPA contract DACA 76-85-C-0008yIn Proc. 1990 IEEE Conference on Robotics and Automation. Figures were unavail-able for this copy. Please see the proceedings for �gures.1



16, 11] have used a variety of potential functions, all based on this underly-ing scheme. The speed and facility of this method make it a useful tool forconstructing paths for robots. The usual formulation of potential �elds forpath construction does not preclude the spontaneous creation of local min-ima other than the goal. The robot may \fall" into these minima and achievea stable con�guration short of the goal. Several authors have mentioned thisproblem ([2, 10, 1]).Using geometrical arguments, Koditschek [11] showed that, at least in cer-tain types of domains, there always exist potential functions which will guidean e�ector from almost any (i.e., all but a set of measure zero) starting pointto a given goal point. Methods are given for constructing such functions, butonly in spherical domains in which spherical obstacles are embedded.This paper describes a global method which generates smooth collision-free paths. The method computes solutions to Laplace's Equation in arbi-trary n-dimensional domains, and results in a weak form of what Rimon andKoditschek de�ne as navigation functions.2 Harmonic functionsA harmonic function on a domain 
 � Rn is a function which satis�esLaplace's equation: r2� = nXi=1 @2�@x2i = 0. In the case of robot path construction, the boundary of this region consistsof the boundaries of all obstacles and goals in a con�guration space repre-sentation. Harmonic functions satisfy the min-max principle (see [20, 21]):Spontaneous creation of local mimima within the region is impossible ifLaplace's equation is imposed as a constraint on the functions used.The absence of local minima may be intuitively demonstrated by consid-ering the two-dimensional version of Laplace's Equation:@2�@x2 + @2�@y2 = 0Consider the two curves which are the x and y cross-sections of � at somepoint p0. If the second derivatives of � are not zero at p0, the two curves2



in question must have second derivatives of opposite sign. Assuming that� 2 C2, this implies that one curve must be concave upward, and the othermust be concave downward. Thus we have that either � is planar at p0, orthat there is a direction outward from p0 in which � decreases, and anotherin which � increases. Therefore, in any open region where Laplace's equationholds, local extrema of � cannot exist. More formally, if a function � satis�esLaplace's equation on some region 
 � Rn, then � attains its minimum andmaximum values only on the boundary @
 of 
. See, for example [20, chapter12, exercise 4]. For a rigorous mathematical treatment, the reader is referredto any text on Fourier Analysis or Complex Variables [6, 7].If a function sati�es Laplace's equation in some region, then any criticalpoints of the function in the interior of that region must be saddle points,since local extrema of the function are not possible there. If the e�ectorreaches a saddle point, and it is not near the goal, then there must be away out. This exit from this critical point may be found by performing asearch in the neighborhood of the critical point. In the context of [18], theset from which no path can be generated from start to goal consists of thesesaddle points. Any perturbation from these points, however, results in a path(sometimes referred to as a streamline).Rimon and Koditschek ([18]) de�ne a navigation function as satisfyingfour properties. Every harmonic function � de�ned on a compact region�
 = @
 [ 
 satis�es three of the four properties for navigation functions.This may be seen as follows:� Analyticity: Every harmonic function is analytic [3].� Polar: Select a point qd to be the goal point, constrain �(qd) = 0 andset all obstacle boundary points p to some constant �(p) = c. Since allharmonic functions satisfy the min-max principle, � is polar. In otherwords, qd will be the point at which � attains its minimum value on �
.Hence, all streamlines of � lead to qd.� Admissibility: If we simply set the constant c = 1 above, then � willbe admissible in the sense of [18]. This is a simple normalization of �.The fourth property is that a navigation function be Morse (i.e., there areno degenerate critical points) [15]. Here we simply note that every criticalpoint of � in 
 must be an isolated saddle point, from which streamlines mayeasily be found. 3



Harmonic functions can be combined using superposition to produce var-ious ows. One such function, which represents a point source (whose poten-tial is in�nite at the point), is log(r(x; y)), where r(x; y) is the distance fromthe source point x0; y0. The gradient for this function represents the vector�eld which would drive an e�ector away from the obstacle point:log(r(x; y)) = log(q(x� x0)2 + (y � y0)2) (1)@@x log(r(x; y)) = x� x0r(x; y) (2)@@y log(r(x; y)) = y � y0r(x; y) (3)Thus, the gradient for this function at a given point is always a unit vectorin a direction away from the source point. Note also that the second partialderivatives with respect to x and y vanish everywhere, so Laplace's equation issatis�ed. Since harmonic functions describe a variety of physical phenomena,many examples of such functions can be found in physics texts [8].3 Superposition and Obstacle AvoidanceThe superposition of harmonic functions presents problems. One such prob-lem is that there is no guarantee that the obstacles will be avoided in complexor dynamic environments. The potential in the neighborhood of a given ob-stacle is a function not only of that obstacle's potential, but also of everyother obstacles' (or goals') potentials. By changing the con�gurations orstrengths (which can easily happen in dynamic environments) the path ofthe robot can be led arbitrarily close to the obstacle. In a sense, the onlystructure that can be safely modelled this way is a point itself since the po-tential goes to in�nity at the point source, and thus superposition of �eldsassociated with sources at a �nite distance cannot a�ect this.Extending the models of the obstacle to an in�nitely dense collectionof points (in the hope of avoiding paths \between points") also fails. Forexample, if the logarithmic expression for a point obstacle is integrated overa line, the potential along that line will be �nite. This allows a su�cientlystrong goal point to \wash over" the line obstacle, making it penetrable.The problem with using superposition to construct control surfaces is notrestricted to the integration of these particular point potentials, as can be4



Figure 1: Four mazes with di�ering wall and door con�gurations. P is thee�ector position and arrows are desired directions of motion.seen by the following argument. The task of getting out of a maze fromany point within it is modelled with potentials by placing some sink (goal)external to the maze and requiring that the walls of the maze be sources(obstacles). Consider the gradient of the potential at a point P in fourdi�erent mazes (A;B;C; and D) with the following relationships (see alsoFigure 1). Mazes A and B (similarly for C and D) have the same walls(and wall source strength) but their \doors" (just pieces of wall with open orclosed states) are in di�erent positions: the right is open in A, while the leftis open in B. A and C (similarly B and D) have di�erent walls but exactlythe same door positions relative to the e�ector's position P.Clearly, from the �gure, the desired direction of movement for the e�ectorat P is rightward for A, leftward for B, leftward for C and rightward for D.Using a coordinate frame where (1; 2) means (one unit right, two units up)and, for simplicity, assuming unit-sized steps for the e�ector, the desired steptaken in each maze would be (1; 0); (�1; 0); (�1; 0) and (1; 0) for A, B, C andD respectively. This means that (sa� sb) � (sc� sd) < 0 holds where si is the5



step in maze i.Using superposition, the gradient of the potentials for each maze is:r�a = r�wallsa +r�leftclosed +r�rightopen (4)r�b = r�wallsb +r�leftopen +r�rightclosed (5)r�c = r�wallsc +r�leftclosed +r�rightopen (6)r�d = r�wallsd +r�leftopen +r�rightclosed (7)where r�wallsi is the gradient of the potential for the walls of maze i andr�leftopen is the gradient of the potential of the open left door (and so on).From the construction we know that r�wallsa = r�wallsb and r�wallsc =r�wallsd, so thatr�a �r�b = r�leftclosed �r�leftopen +r�rightopen (8)�r�rightclosed (9)r�c �r�d = r�leftclosed �r�leftopen +r�rightopen (10)�r�rightclosed (11)= r�a �r�b (12)But this means that (r�a � r�b) � (r�c �r�d) > 0, no matter what un-derlying point potentials are used. Thus the potentials constructed by su-perposition cannot have the relationship that the desired potentials musthave. The only way that superposition might work in these examples is bycarefully, dynamically adjusting the strengths of the walls and the goal sothat the e�ector moves in the correct direction at each point. This wouldrequire solving for the entire maze to determine this, subverting the purposeof superposition in the �rst place.4 Harmonic functions and arbitrary bound-ary conditionsFrom the arguments posed in the previous section, it appears that superpo-sition is not practical for solutions to Laplace's equation where the obstaclesare of nonzero extent and must remain impenetrable. However, numericalmethods are well suited to the task of computing solutions with such arbi-trary boundary conditions. 6



Numerical solutions for Laplace's equation are readily obtained from Fi-nite Di�erence methods [4]. Let �(x; y) be a function which satis�es Laplace'sEquation, and let u(xi; yj) represent a discrete regular sampling of � on agrid. A central di�erence formula for the second derivatives of � can bederived using a Taylor series expansion:�xx(xi; yj) = u(xi+1;yj)�2u(xi;yj)+u(xi�1 ;yj)h2 (13)�h2uxxxx(�i;yj)12 (14)�yy(xi; yj) = u(xi ;yj+1)�2u(xi;yj)+u(xi ;yj�1)k2 (15)�k2uyyyy(xi;�j)12 (16)where h and k are the step sizes to be used in approximating the derivativesin each direction. The the fourth order error terms are usually negligible andcan be discarded. If the step sizes are all equal, Laplace's Equation may bewritten in discrete form:h2�(xi; yj) = u(xi+1; yj) + u(xi�1; yj) + u(xi; yj+1) (17)+u(xi; yj�1)� 4u(xi; yj) (18)This expression can be extended to higher dimensions in the obvious way.With the introduction of boundary conditions to �x those u(xi; yj) which fallon @
 (including obstacle boundaries), the linear system described by thisequation can be solved to obtain values of � sampled at points on a grid. Sincethis system is usually quite large, techniques such as Gauss-Seidel iteration orSuccessive Overrelaxation may be used [4, 21]. In the examples provided here,Gauss-Seidel iteration is used. For Laplace's Equation, this method simplyconsists of repeatedly replacing each grid element's value with the averageof its neighbors, using a 2n-neighborhood for n dimensional regions. Thosegrid elements which represent boundary conditions (obstacles and goals) areheld �xed.The numerical representation used for these experiments is important.The iteration technique is terminated when there is no change of any gridnode from one iteration to the next. If 32 or even 64-bit oating point rep-resentations are used, this is not su�cient to avoid at areas in the resultingpotential function. This problem is remedied as follows:7



Let � be the desired solution to Laplace's Equation, u be a grid of valuesof �, c be a small integer, and let k be the number of bits of precision to beused in solving for �.1. Solve r2� using Gauss-Seidel iteration using k bit integer arithmeticand array u.2. Set n to be the number of at regions in u.3. If n > 0 then shift all values of u left by c bits and go to 1.4. Terminate. The array u contains a sampling of � where every non-b.c.node has a neighbor with a smaller value.Once the array u has been computed to the necessary precision, stream-lines may be computed simply by following the gradient from the start point.These streamlines must end at goal sets. Note that there may be more thanone goal point. These need not even be points, but can be sets. Multilinearinterpolation may be used to interpolate between grid nodes, since functionsgenerated thereby are harmonic.Solving for streamlines requires the generation of a solution over the entireregion. Therefore, in a static situation, where the goal point and obstaclesare �xed, the solution may be computed and then reused as often as desired.It need not be recomputed unless the obstacles and/or goal point changeposition. In this case, path generation can proceed very quickly, since it onlyinvolves evaluation of the gradient of a precomputed potential function. Ina dynamic situation, the solution must be recomputed whenever the con�g-uration of the environment changes.5 ExperimentsAll experiments shown here were implemented in Lisp using Gauss-Seideliteration on a Texas Instruments Explorer II. The somewhat jagged natureof the paths is due to the fact that no interpolation was performed here.Solid circles denote start points, while solid squares denote goal points. Thepaths shown here were constructed by performing a steepest descent fromeach start point to the goal, using only the grid points. Interpolation of the8



gradient would provide smoother paths. In every example presented, theactual computation of the paths required very little computation time (< 1second). While the computation time of the entire path is proportional tothe path length, interpolation of the gradient for control purposes can beperformed in constant time.Figure 2 illustrates paths that were generated from a numerical solutionof Laplace's equation. One solution over the region interior to the maze wasused to generate all paths. The maze represents an area of approximately200x200 units. The solution was computed using a 55x44 grid. The solutionfor this maze was computed using 64-bit integer arithmetic, and required639 iterations to converge to a zero error solution in 74 seconds. The boxesdenote the two goal points which were placed in the maze, and solid circlesdenote starting points.
Figure 2: Sample paths in a mazeFigure 3 shows another example with three paths and one goal point.This example was computed in 303 iterations and 23 seconds on a 30 by 41grid.Figure 4 shows a more complicated domain, whose potential functionwas computed in 188 seconds with a 50x50 grid. Figure 5 shows anothercomplicated domain with a large interior obstacle. This example used a70x70 grid and was computed in 176 seconds. Both computations requiredno more than 80 bits per grid node for the potential function.9



Figure 3: Sample paths in a region with obstacles
Figure 4: 50 by 50 grid, 188 seconds10



Figure 5: 70 by 70 grid, 176 secondsFigures 6 and 7 show two views of a three dimensional example with atoroidal freespace which is basically a cube with a hole through it. There aretwo starting points and one goal point. The goal point is denoted by a smallbox.It is estimated that the UMass CAAPP [19] would be capable of solvingLaplace's equation on a 512x512 grid via a central di�erence scheme in 10-20 milliseconds. This makes path construction via harmonic functions ina dynamic environment more practical, at least for a robot with a simplecon�guration space [1].6 SummaryHarmonic functions o�er a fast method of producing paths in a robot con-�guration space. The use of harmonic functions prevents the spontaneouscreation of local minima at some cost in speed for truly general con�gura-tions. However, given that massively parallel processors are well-suited toquickly solving Laplace's equation using standard numerical methods, theauthors feel that this is not a serious drawback.Thanks go to Gerald Pocock of the University of Lowell and T. V. Sub-ramanian of JPL for encouraging and stimulating discussions.11



Figure 6: Sample paths in a three-dimensional domain
Figure 7: Another view of the 3D domain12
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